
Water heater air intake needs to be kept clean 
 
The burner draws cubic feet of air from surrounding room. Anything in the air will stick to the 
fine intake screen. Over time, the air flow is reduced. This causes combustion chamber to get 
hotter since the hot vent gas is not moving rapidly up the vent pipe, yet gas control and burner 
are still releasing same amount of NG into the fire. When the combustion chamber gets hotter 
than set limit, the FV system trips, and water heater shuts down. In some cases, if gas control 
valve is connected by wires to the FV system, the gas control trips and stops flow of gas at same 
time a spring trap closes off air supply > resulting in flame shutoff and failed gas control. In 
other cases, if gas control is not connected by wires, then the spring trap closes off air so 
combustion is starved for oxygen and flame goes out.  
 
In the first case, when you try to relight the pilot, no gas is available because the gas control 
valve needs to be replaced. In the second case, when you try to relight, the pilot might light ok, 
but when burner comes on it will flutter and go out for lack of oxygen. People report they 
remove combustion chamber cover and then water heater will work .. until combustion cover is 
re-installed and then flame goes out. 
 
Depending on gas control and specific water heater design, the water heater may need to be 
replaced. Or it could be repairable. At minimum, the FV system will need parts. And of course 
the air intake needs to be cleaned and spring trap reset. Since FV systems are changing so fast, 
it is difficult to say what your heater would require. Many heaters are single-use and have to be 
replaced, and no warranty covers FV event because the event resulted from poorly maintained 
water heater, or bad choice of water heater location etc. 
 
Also best to avoid dusty environment, and exposure to flammables and stored fuels, and 
household chemicals such as bleach and aerosol paint and other corrosive chemicals. Shellac 
and contact cement and and WD40 and oil paints and gasoline have fumes that can enter 
combustion chamber, and if this fuel ignites, it will overheat the combustion chamber and trip 
the FV system. Ordinary household chemicals in trace amounts will burn and form acids that 
destroy burner parts and vent pipes. 
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